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With floods getting worse every single year, it’s our duty to ensure our property is
protected from these damaging weather events. Heavy rain can lead to severe problems
that can affect many aspects of your life. From making you miss work to damage to the
foundation of your home, flooding can lead to very expensive and time-consuming
consequences. But one thing is for sure after these extreme storms—proper cleanup is
essential. However, there are some common water damage mistakes to consider. Take a
look at the following three water damage cleanup mistakes to ensure you don’t follow in
the same footsteps:

Not Being Urgent Enough
A common mistake that people make in regards to water damage cleanup is waiting too
long to solve the problem. We understand that life can get very busy from time to time.
And when dealing with a serious flood, we understand that the to-do list is very long.
However, cleaning up properly after a heavy rain should by a #1 priority—and this is
what people struggle to understand. Even if the water damage only seems minor, you
should still emphasize cleaning things up very quickly. Water can seep into your walls
and floor extremely quickly, and over time, this can cause detrimental structural damage
to your property. And if mold starts to grow, then you could have a number of issues on
your hands.

Getting Exposed to Contaminated Water
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People constantly believe that floodwater isn’t harmful—but this isn’t the case at all. This
water can actually contain very dangerous bacteria and microorganisms that can be very
bad for your health. That being said, it’s best to take serious precaution when you’re
dealing with floodwater. In fact, it’s best to understand that this water can lead to the
spread of certain diseases, such as typhoid fever, cholera, and even E Coli. If you’re
dealing with a serious flood, make sure to call a professional company to ensure the
water is safe enough to start the cleaning process.

Misunderstanding the Meaning of “Proper” Cleanup
One of the most common water damage mistakes in the cleanup process involves not
understanding the importance of “proper” cleanup. After a serious storm, many
homeowners and business owners handle the cleanup process without seeking
professional advice; they assume that they know the proper techniques of a safe and
proper cleanup process. However, this DIY approach can lead to very expensive
structural damage to your property. While the proper cleanup process can be time-
consuming, ensuring the job is done right will lead to a greater chance of restoring your
property to the best of your abilities. We recommend calling an expert cleanup team to
assist you after these serious storms.

Call Utah Flood Cleanup

If you want to eliminate the chance of making any of the water damage cleanup mistakes
mentioned above, then pick up the phone and give Utah Flood Cleanup a call. Being in
business since 1992, we provide the entire Salt Lake City area with impeccable disaster
cleanup services. Whether you’re dealing with damage caused by a fire, flood, or mold,
then our team is happy to help. We can provide a fast, professional, and efficient cleanup
process so you can go back to living a normal life.

Don’t waste time after a flood—call us right after disaster strikes!
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